MONTHLY REPORT MAY 2016

Contact with parents:

Teacher collects kids from their houses when centre opens. During that period, our teacher regularly interacts with parents. This way teacher creates faith among parents about Apna Skool. Teacher talks about the behavior of kid and about family conditions. Teacher also encourages parents to send their kids regularly in Apna Skool centers. Beside kids, teacher also spread awareness about health and cleanliness among parents.

Events:

ANNUAL FUNCTION:

It is an annual event in which kids from all centres, give cultural performances. This event includes dance, drama and singing etc. In the end of the event, post event meal was also arranged. It took place in two parts at different time the detail of which is mentioned below:-

2nd MAY:

On this day Annual function took place in our Tatyaganj centre of Chaubepur region. On this day performances were from kids of all kids from centres named as Manpur, Dedupur, Nathupur, Mera, Tatyaganj(this centre has kids from Saran, Kalra-1, 2 and 3, S.P centre, Jyaswal, Ashok, Samrat, Rama and Vishnu Brick-kiln), Panki, Gangaganj, Ratanpur and Murari. PRAYAS(A club in IIT Kanpur) kids performed dance and Apna Ghar kids performed mime on this day. Parents of kids also came to watch events. They appreciated kids by showing joy and applaud. Kids and their parents enjoyed food after end of Annual Function.

27th MAY:

On this day annual function was celebrated on Indra-2 centre in Sarsaul region. As part of this function kids were brought to Indra-2 centre from Rama, Fattepurva, R.S centre on foot. Kids performed dances on songs and with they also sang songs. kids also performed drama. Some of the kids sang poem in front of their parents. Parents applauded them. In the end poodi sabji was served for kids as well as parents.

Annual function took place in two different places on two different times, this is because it was not possible to organize single annual function. As sarsaul region is far away from chaubepur region so it was easy to have annual function in two parts.

Health related work:
This month was not very good for the kids as it was very hot during whole May. Due to which many kids suffered from fever, vomiting, headache, etc. To overcome these problems kids were taken to nearby Health Clinics. Some kids had problems in their ears so they were taken to concerned Doctor. With this kids are encouraged to take care related to cleaning themselves and the environment surrounding them.

**Eye camp and treatment of the kids in shankara hospital:**

...it was seen from long time that our kids were suffering from eye problems like less visibility, itching, pain and headache etc. To overcome these problems and to inspect eyes of kids an eye camp was arranged. A team of 5 people from Shankara eye hospital came to Tatyaganj centre for eye camp. Kids were brought here from all centres from chaubepur region, Panki, Gangaganj and Murari. During eye camp some of the kids were alright and some had regular headache so they were told exercises related to eyes and some of them, who had less visibility and other problems, were advised to come to Shankara Hospital for further medication. Some parents also came who had problems. For the kids sharbat and lunch was arranged.

**1st May (Labour Day):**

On this day our centres were closed because it was Sunday on that day so we celebrated labour day on 2nd May, same day the annual function celebrated. Parents of kids were told about the labour rights etc.

**Examination of kids:**

Final exam of the kids from class 1, 2 and 4 were held. Next month onward centres are going to be closed so this was proper time to have exams.

**UP Board class 10th & 12th results has announced on 15 May 2016**

UP Board class 10th & 12th results has announced on 15 May 2016 and five children from Apna Skool, they not only passed but also left a remark on board through their good performance. Families of all these children have no any word to show their feelings. but they are very happy and have a prideful feelings on their children.

- **CLASS 10th** (All children got – above 60%...)
  1- Manish (Apna Skool Avon B.K) ,
  2- Mansi ( Apna Skool Dhamikheda)
  3- Akash (Apna Skool Saran B.K)

- **CLASS 12th**
  1-Vishamber  (Apna Skool Panki)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mansi</th>
<th>Manish</th>
<th>Monu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2-Monu (Apna Skool Saran B.K)